VIA Connect PRO
Wireless Presentation and Collaboration Solution

VIA Connect PRO is a wireless collaboration
and presentation solution that makes
sharing and presenting in meetings easier.
With any laptop or mobile device, users can
view, edit and comment on documents in
real time, share files and chat with
individuals
or
multiple
participants
simultaneously. The solution can show up to
four screens on the main display.
VIA Connect PRO is ideal for huddle rooms,
offering the best price−performance in the
market.

FEATURES

Wireless Connection - Connect wirelessly with your own device. No dongle needed.
Multimedia - Share uninterrupted full HD wireless video streaming (up to 1080p60), MP3 files and photos.
Start Collaboration - Click to collaborate through a common display. Multiple users can edit and control what’s
happening on the main display at the same time.
File Sharing - Share files with one or several participants.
iOS mirroring - Mirror Apple MacBooks and iOS devices without the need to download any additional software.
DHCP - For easy plug−and−play setup
DND - Do Not Disturb Mode. Very Simple, On−the−Fly moderator support − enable DND and no one can interrupt
your presentation until you disable it.
Whiteboard - Annotate, illustrate and edit shared documents with any regular or touch−panel device.
Cloud - Drag and drop files to the Cloud to share instantly with other users.
Enable Control - Give a participant control over a presenter’s MAC® or PC laptop.
Multilingual Support - Experience VIA in your language.
3-Year Warranty.

VIA Connect PRO

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

INPUTS:

4 USB 3.0, 1 LAN on an RJ−45 connector.

GRAPHIC OUTPUTS:

1 HDMI, 1 mini DisplayPort.

AUDIO OUTPUT:

1 S/PDIF.

PROCESSOR:

4th generation Intel® Dual core 1.4GHz.

MAIN MEMORY:

4GB, high speed.

STORAGE:

32GB, solid−state drive.

LAN:

Gigabit LAN.

AUDIO:

Analog or embedded HDMI, S/PDIF Realtek ALC269.

POWER SUPPLY:

65W power adapter (19V, 3.4A).

INPUT VOLTAGE:

100V~220V AC, 50/60Hz, auto sensing.

NET WEIGHT:

0.475kg (1.0lbs).

DIMENSIONS:

11.8cm x 11.5cm x 4.0cm (4.6” x 4.5” x 1.6”) W, D, H.

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES: 3 power cords (US, EU, UK), Kramer mini DP to VGA adapter, VESA mounting bracket.

